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CPRK Secretariat on Truth of Yonphyong Island Shelling Incident
Pyongyang, December 9 (KCNA) -- The Secretariat of the Committee for the
Peaceful Reunification of Korea released a detailed report on Wednesday laying
bare the truth and nature of the Yonphyong Island shelling incident in the West
Sea of Korea. It clarified internally and externally who was the provocateur and
who was to wholly blame for it.
The report said:
The Yonphyong Island covers just 6.8 square km and it has nearly 18 km in
circumference. But this small island has been fortified as such core military
stronghold that the puppet forces call it "area for top class guard." A brigade of
the puppet marine corps and "K-9" self-propelled artillery pieces of more than
one company are deployed on the island and it has a dense network of
detection means and intelligence-gathering and communication facilities.
It was waters not far from Yonphyong archipelago that patrol ship of the puppet
forces "Cheonan" sank in March this year.
The puppet warmongers have persistently escalated the tension in this area,
crying out for seeking "revenge," and at last went the lengths of perpetrating
direct shelling under the pretext of a military exercise.
The motive of the incident and the background against which it occurred make
it clearer that it was a deliberate provocation of the puppet forces.
The above-said island is located deep inside the territorial waters of the DPRK
side from the maritime demarcation line. If any live shell firing is conducted
from there, shells are bound to drop inside the territorial waters of the DPRK
side no matter in which direction they are fired because of these geographical
features of the island.
The puppet warmongers fired as many as thousands of shells into the territorial
waters of the DPRK side after deliberately fixing those waters as a target of
sighting firing. This reckless act was obviously a deliberate provocation to
prompt the DPRK to take a military counter-action.
No matter what rhetoric the south Korean conservative group may use in a bid
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to shift the responsibility for the incident onto the DPRK like a thief crying "Stop
the thief!" it cannot hide the truth.
The above-said incident was an inevitable product of the puppet conservative
group's vicious moves to escalate the confrontation with fellow countrymen and
ignite a war.
The inter-Korean dialogues and visits which had been brisk since the adoption
of the June 15 joint declaration were totally suspended and an atmosphere of
reconciliation, unity and reunification rapidly got cool due to the puppet group.
The conservative authorities of south Korea have persistently mocked at the
DPRK's sincere efforts to improve the inter-Korean relations and turned away
their faces from them.
Since the puppet warmongers' seizure of power, they have staged an increasing
number of exercises for a war of aggression against the DPRK and they assumed
more dangerous nature.

They have staged more frequent military exercises in waters off Yonphyong
Island, in particular.

When the puppet group's all policies to escalate the confrontation with the
DPRK and war moves against it proved totally bankrupt in face of the domestic
and foreign public's rebuff and condemnation, it orchestrated such hideous
shocking incident as the Yonphyong Island shelling incident as its last-ditch
effort.

While the conservative group of south Korea was the direct provocateur of the
said incident, the U.S. was a wire-puller and chieftain of the incident as it egged
the puppet warmongers onto the military provocation.

The above-said incident was triggered off because of the illegal "northern limit
line" fixed by the U.S. in the West Sea of Korea.

Military clashes and disputes have not ceased in waters of the West Sea of
Korea since the cease-fire due to this bogus line having no ground in the light of
international law as it was unilaterally drawn by Clark, the then UN forces
commander on August 30, 1953.
The U.S. sidestepped the DPRK's fair and aboveboard proposal for fixing a
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military boundary line in the West Sea. And it instigated the puppet

conservative group to totally scrap the June 15 joint declaration and the
October 4 declaration, claiming that the setting up of a special zone for peace

and cooperation in the West Sea would bring the "northern limit line" to naught.
The U.S. in league with the puppet warmongers have run the whole gamut of
schemes to make the "northern limit line" an established fact at any cost.
Not only the warship "Cheonan" case in March but the recent Yonphyong Island
shelling incident were cooked up according to this sinister scenario of the U.S.
and under its backstage manipulation.

Since the above-said shelling incident the U.S. has massively supplied the latest
weapons to the puppet group while zealously egging it onto carry out what it
called "retaliation plan." This fact goes to clearly prove that the U.S. was the
arch criminal who orchestrated and wire-pulled the incident behind the scene.
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